
eLesson Plan: IB Theatre HL: April 20-24, 2020 

Subject and Grade Level    IB Theatre HL: 1A: 11th Grade 
Unit Title           The Return to Realism/Assessment Preparation 
 
 Standard(s) 

  
IB Standard 1: I can explore theatre in a variety of contexts and understand 
how these contexts inform practice (theatre in context).  
IB Standard 2: I can  understand and engage in the processes of 
transforming ideas into action (theatre processes).  
IB Standard 3: I can develop and apply theatre production, presentation and 
performance skills, working both independently and collaboratively 
(presenting theatre).  

Objective(s) 
 

I can understand the importance and impact of the Return of Realism in 
American Theatre.  
I can successfully research a World Theatre Tradition and present a moment 
via IB Assessment.  

 Questions 
 

1. How can Theatre be used to communicate themes        
mirroring real socio-economic and race related issues? Use        
God of Carnage to support your argument. 

2. How would you perform a moment of a performance         
convention from a World Theatre Tradition?  

      

Instructional Design  Pacing 
Activity 1 Realism, Race, and Culture: The Student will learn about         

Realistic American Theatre and how it was influenced by         
contemporary race and culture from the 1950’s onward. The         
Student will then read Reza’s God of Carnage and note its           
realistic characteristics.  

 

Activity 2 IB EA Research Presentation: The Student will select a World          
Theatre Tradition from the IB approved list and research it and           
eventually perform a moment illustrating a chosen performance        
convention.  This is the first major IB Exam Assessment.  

 

 
Resources 

 
Technology: Edmodo.com: Notes on 1950’s Realism under Folders: Notes. 
All plays are located under Folders: Plays/Scripts.  IB Curriculum/Course 
Guide located under Folders: IB Curriculum. Teams: all information and 
assignments are located here as well.  
Email: Please email Mr. Goodrich your assignments below or turn in via 
Edmodo.  

Assignments 
 

ZOOM Meeting: Wednesday, April 22 at 8:45 AM. We will do some 
Improv Exercises and discuss your progress on your Research Presentations 
and go over the Director’s Notebook in detail.  

1. God of Carnage: Finish the Play by Thursday, April 30 and 
complete the journal assignment on Edmodo.   



2. EA Research Presentation Part A (Continue work): 
Email/Edmodo Mr. Goodrich your work thus far on Part A of your 
EA RP. The format should be a Powerpoint Presentation.  It should 
include the following from the IB Curriculum Course Guide: 

○ A1: To what extent does the student explain a world theatre 
tradition (from the prescribed list) demonstrating an 
understanding of the tradition and its cultural and/or 
theoretical contexts, effectively supporting their work with a 
range of applicable sources?  

○ A2: To what extent does the student effectively and clearly 
explain a specific performance convention selected from the 
researched theatre tradition, effectively supporting their work 
with a range of appropriate sources?  

3. EA Research Presentation Part B (Continue work): 
○ B1: To what extent does the student explain how and why 

they have practically and physically explored the 
performance convention selected from the world theatre 
tradition in the prescribed list? 

○ B2: To what extent does the student explain how and why 
they have approached the application of the performance 
convention to an appropriate moment of theatre? 

4. EA Research Presentation Part C (Continue to rehearse 
Moment): 

○ C1: To what extent does the student practically communicate 
an understanding of the selected performance convention 
from the world theatre tradition through a demonstration of a 
moment. 

○ C2: to what extent does the student use their body and voice 
effectively and confidently.  

5. EA Research Presentation Part D (Finalize this week) 
○ D1: To what extent does the student explain the impact the 

investigation had on them as a learner or performer? 
○ D2: To what extent does the student explain how the selected 

performance convention to one other performance practice? 
6. EA Director’s Notebook: Section A (Begin to Write) 

○ Choose a one-act play that you wish to direct on paper for 
this project.  

○ A1: To what extent does the student research and explain the 
theoretical and/or cultural context from which the play text 
originates? 

○ A2: To what extent does the student explain the ideas 
addressed by the play text and explain how these are 
presented by the playwright?  

 


